
"Our future?": salto call for participants
Erasmus+ TRAINING COURSE in Poland

"Our Future" aims to envision and start creating the world we want to live in.

A certain view of the world is fading and the pandemic speeded up this
process. Yet, many of us are stuck in believing that coming back to the
previous normality is not only possible, but necessary. The lack of vision,
especially a long term vision, can be clearly seen in politics, but even social
movements work on single instances and find it difficult to unite around one
strong idea. 

With "Our Future” project we will provide space for people to create the long-
term vision of the world they want to live in, including the crucial upcoming
decade. The project consists of two 8-days long mobilities in Poland (+ travel
days).

1 . The first mobility (June 2022) is dedicated to exploring existing alternative
solutions around education, nature preservation, farming, businesses,
communication and other crucial aspects of our life. We will get to know those
solutions, critically analyse them and discuss what we want to take from there
to our journey toward a new vision, what we would rather improve or leave
behind, and how we can involve more and more people in this process. 
2. During the second mobility (October/November 2022) we will dream
together about the world we want to live in, learning and practising techniques
of both individual and collective envisioning. We will also plan social projects
which can bring us closer to the world of our dreams. 

At the end of the training course, the participants are inspired and empowered
to create and implement actions on the local level. These actions are
connected to the project topic and dedicated to young people as well as other
youth workers.

PARTICIPANT'S PROFILE
Active youth workers (working with or for youth), who: 

- are open and willing to actively participate and contribute to the programme

of the project and - have motivation to develop social initiatives for young

people and other youth workers and implement them locally after the training

- are available and motivated to attend the full duration of the training
course held in English (both mobilities of 8 working days + 2 days of travel),

Organiser:
KobieTY (Łódź, POLAND)

 
For whom: 

youth workers, project
coordinators, youth
leaders, facilitators,

educators, activists  and
teachers working on

regular basis with youth
 

Where: 
Natural farm "Żywa
Ziemia", Northern-

POLAND
Click HERE

 
Time and duration:

1st mobility: 
11.06.2022 - 20.06.2022

2nd mobility:
30.10.2022 - 8.11.2022

 
 

Participating
countries:

 
Poland, Estonia, Greece,
Italy, Portugal, Romania,

The Netherlands and
Spain

 
Contact:

erasmusprojects.kobiety
@gmail.com

 
Application form:

click: HERE

https://livingearth.pl/en/home-eng/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdd4g5gUZ7ypUa8PXDdbywQmLvFNIEX3wkgehwptDNAmgUPTg/viewform

